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Abstract—This paper presents a mixed resolution stereo video 
coding model for High Efficiency Video Codec (HEVC). The 
challenging aspects of mixed resolution video coding are enabling 
the codec to encode frames with different frame resolution/size 
and using decoded pictures having different frame resolution/size 
for referencing. These challenges are further enlarged when 
implemented using HEVC, since the incoming video frames are 
subdivided into coding tree units. The ingenuity of the proposed 
codec’s design, is that the information in intermediate frames are 
down-sampled and yet the frames can retain the original 
resolution. To enable random access to full resolution decoded 
frame in the decoded picture buffer as reference frame a down-
sampled version of the decoded full resolution frame is used. The 
test video sequences were coded using the proposed codec and  
standard MV-HEVC. Results show that the proposed codec gives 
a significantly higher coding performance over the MV- HEVC 
codec. 
Keywords— HEVC; stereo; mixed-resolution; low bitrate; video 
compression 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Stereo video production is one of the simplest and cost-
effective ways of making 3D videos, using video pairs acquired 
simultaneously by two identical cameras, which are 
geometrically aligned with parallel axes. The elementary 
function of a stereo video codec is to efficiently compress 
stereoscopic videos for prompt transmission and compact 
storage [1]. During the last decade, multiview video coding 
(MVC) has been investigated by many researchers and several 
standard multiview video codecs such as H.264/MVC and MV-
HEVC, have been developed [2], [4]. The limitations of these 
techniques are the inherent computational complexity and high 
bandwidth requirement for multiple views. To efficiently code 
stereo and multiview videos, various coding algorithms have 
been proposed based on application of flexible group of 
pictures, motion homogeneity estimation and adaptive search 
window sizes [5]. Encoding stereo videos for low bitrate 
transmission requires use of greater quantization values, which 
leads to distortions and blocking artefacts, due to loss of high 
frequency information within the videos.Examining low bitrate 
HEVC bitstreams have revealed that the slice data overhead, 
due to large frame sizes, uses most of the bits rather than the 
actual visual information contained in the frame [3], [4].  
Mixed-resolution video coding is an emerging technique 
for coding video sequences at high compression ratios. The 
success of the mixed-resolution video coding, also known as 
asymmetric spatial inter/intra view frames resolution video 
codecs, is due to human visual system’s tolerance to 
suppressed high frequency components of the videos [1], [6], 
[7]. Subjective quality assessments have confirmed that 
asymmetric frame resolution and quality stereoscopic 
image/video compression do not show any statistically 
significant change with regard to eye dominance of the subject 
[8], [9]. A subjective study on the quality of spatially and 
temporally down-sampled stereo video frames, showed that 
spatially down-sampled videos are preferred and potentially are 
more suitable for stereoscopic video coding at low bitrate [10] 
[11]. Various asymmetric mixed resolution stereoscopic video 
coding algorithms have been reported in the literature [12]-
[17]. Combination of down sampling and inter-view prediction 
in asymmetric stereo video coding has proven to outperform 
symmetric codecs at low bitrate [12], [13]. Motion/disparity 
estimation/compensation of a down-sampled frame from a full 
resolution frame was investigated in [14], [15]. The findings 
show their higher coding performance than that of the anchor 
codec. The asymmetric stereo video codec proposed in [16], 
encodes right view frames by discarding the chrominance 
channel and controlling the luminance quality by applying 
thresholds at just above the noticeable distortion level. 
However, subjective evaluation of its video frames indicated 
that reducing the quality in terms of PSNR for one of the views 
to just above noticeable distortion threshold, does not achieve 
the desirable video quality at low bitrates. An adaptive spatial 
mixed resolution technique using MV-HEVC was proposed in 
[17]. It uses the correlation between frequency power 
spectrums of the adjacent views and quality metrics of the 
encoded down sampled video frames, to select the appropriate 
down sampling factor. In [18], application of the HEVC for 
mixed resolution stereoscopic video coding, with the aim of 
reducing quality-imbalance problem of the decoded video 
sequences to less than 2 dBs has been reported. The prediction 
structure of this codec shows that the left view video frames 
were coded without reference to the right view frames, whereas 
for the right view video frames, it could use the adjacent frame 
of the neighboring view in addition to the intra-view 
predication similar to left view prediction frames. In addition, 
the first frame of the right view in each group of pictures, has 
been coded in full resolution. This codec reduced the quality-
imbalance to less than 2 dbs. However, due to not fully 
exploiting inter-view frame correlation and coding the first 
frame of the right view in each GOP with full resolution, the 
full capability of the mixed-resolution stereo video coding 
using HEVC has not been efficiently utilized. 
This paper presents a HEVC based mixed resolution coding 
architecture, using spatial resolution scaling, for stereoscopic 
videos. The proposed codec applies an interleaving algorithm 
to stereo video frames for generating a single stream mixed 
spatial resolution video sequence. Experimental results using 
four standard video sequences show that the proposed video 
codec generates significantly higher coding performance than 
the anchor MV-HEVC codec, the state of art mixed resolution 
stereo video codec, and it fulfills the 2db quality-imbalance 
criteria. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents the framework of the proposed technique by 
introducing the structure of the mixed resolution stereo videos, 
the intermediate frames down sampling method, frame 
interleaving algorithm and the codec’s design to encode mixed 
resolution stereo videos. Section 3 presents the experimental 
results and finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.  
II. PROPOSED HEVC BASED MIXED-RESOLUTION STEREO 
VIDEO CODEC 
The primary objective of the stereo video codec proposed 
in this paper is to achieve high compression ratio without 
compromising the quality of the stereo videos for low bitrate 
transmission. In the proposed stereo video coding scheme, the 
HEVC standard video codec has been modified and configured 
to encode frames having different resolutions in the interleaved 
mixed resolution stereo videos. The frames of each stereo 
Group of Pictures (GoP) are reordered into a single video 
stream by an interleaving algorithm. While the first frame of 
the left view retains its original resolution, the remaining 
frames are filtered and down-sampled by a factor of two across 
both axes. The HEVC based mixed resolution stereo video 
coding (HEVC-MRSVC) scheme encodes the full resolution 
key frames from stereo video sequence as I-frames, whereas 
the low-resolution intermediate (non-key) frames are encoded 
as P- or B-frames. The structure of the mixed resolution stereo 
video sequence is shown in Fig. 1. The intermediate full 
resolution P- and B-frames are first filtered using a Blackman 
2D FIR low-pass filter to mitigate aliasing artefacts due to 
down sampling [19]. The Blackman 2D FIR filter’s 
coefficients are given in Table 1. The filtered intermediate 
frames are then both horizontally and vertically down-sampled 
by a factor of two to maintain the same aspect ratio as the full 
resolution key-frames (I-frames). The filtered and down-
sampled low resolution intermediate frames are superimposed 
onto the top left corner of a full resolution sized frame that has 
every pixel set to value zero, as illustrated in Fig 2.a. As a 
result, the intermediate frames and the key frames of the 
mixed-resolution video sequence have the same frame size. 
The pre-processed intermediate frames have scene information 
in the form of pixel values, of  lower resolution compared to 
the key frames and these pixels are placed in the top-left 
quadrant of the frame. Since video codecs exploit the 
correlation within a frame, the regions with zero pixel values 
will be encoded with minimum signaling and bitstream. The 
intermediate frames of the encoded and reconstructed mixed-
resolution video are up-sampled by calculating the missing 
samples through Bi-cubic interpolation and filtered to retrieve 
the original resolution, as in Fig 2.b. Thus, in the proposed 
mixed resolution stereo video coding scheme, the key issue of 
coding mixed resolution videos has been addressed by the 
 
Fig. 1. Structure of the mixed resolution stereo video sequence 
TABLE I.  BLACKMAN 2D FIR FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
0.0381 0.1051 0.0381 
0.1051 0.4273 0.1051 
0.0381 0.1051 0.0381 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Intermediate frames, a) input B- or P-frame and its filtered, down-
sampled and superimposed frame, b) decoded superimposed frame and its up-
sampled frames. 
intermediate frames resolution down-sampling and re-mapping 
procedure. 
 
Encoding of a frame interleaved monoscopic stereo video 
has a lower decoding complexity compared to encoding stereo 
views with multi-layer approach codec (for example MV-
HEVC) [20]. Further, frame interleaving enables monoscopic 
HEVC to encode temporally reordered stereo video frames as a 
single video. The frame interleaving algorithm in the proposed 
stereo video coding scheme, rearranges the mixed-resolution 
stereo video frames, such that two consecutive frames of each 
view are always adjacent to each other, forming a single stream 
video sequence, as represented by the dashed arrows in Fig 3. 
In HEVC-MRSVC scheme, the HEVC standard is used to 
encode and decode the frame interleaved mixed resolution 
stereo video frames. The HEVC standard uses a hybrid coding 
structure of prediction and transformation similar to its 
predecessors. In order to improve coding efficiency and 
support a wide range of video application formats (including 
Ultra-HD and 4k resolution videos), HEVC has been designed 
  
Fig. 3. Frame interleaving algorithm’s contour to reorder stereo frames. 
with improved advanced coding tools. The codec’s high-level 
syntax has been improved, to be more flexible in order to cater 
for diverse video applications and enhance parallel processing 
capabilities. Unlike its predecessors, HEVC’s video coding 
layer does not use macroblocks, instead, the video frames are 
partitioned into coding tree units (CTUs). Each CTU contains 
a luma coding tree block, the corresponding chroma coding 
tree block and the syntax elements. When implemented using 
HEVC, these challenges with mixed resolution video coding 
will be even more complex, since the incoming video frames 
are subdivided into coding tree units by the codec’s novel 
quad-tree based block partitioning concept. In addition, the 
HEVC standard has not been designed to code varying frame 
resolution within the video sequence [3], [4]. To address these 
limitations, the standard HEVC’s algorithm is modified to 
efficiently encode frame interleaved mixed-resolution stereo 
videos. The low resolution intermediate frames used in the 
proposed HEVC-MRSVC scheme have been set to possess the 
same aspect ratio and frame size as their full resolution 
counterpart, with information saved at a lower resolution. The 
reference frame structure of the proposed HEVC-MRSVC 
scheme is shown in Fig 4. The proposed HEVC-MRSVC’s 
reference frame structure allows low-resolution intermediate 
frames to use other low resolution intermediate frames and 
down-sampled version of the copy of I-frames. Further, the 
proposed codec’s reference frame structure is configured to 
avoid using low resolution intermediate frames as reference to 
full resolution I-frames. The copy of the reconstructed full 
resolution I-frames saved in decoded picture buffer (DPB) 
goes through the same down sampling process as shown in Fig 
2.a. Thus, by making these design modification to the standard 
HEVC, the codec has been equipped to encode mixed-
resolution videos. 
 
To implement the proposed HEVC-MRSVC video codec, 
JCT-VC HEVC software version HM16.12 was used. In 
addition to the modifications to the standard HEVC, the 
configuration parameters were changed to encode frame 
interleaved mixed-resolution stereo videos with the reference 
frame structure as shown in Fig 4. Since the stereo video 
frames are temporally reordered by the proposed frame 
interleaving algorithm, the group of pictures (GoP) size is set at 
16 frames and the intra frame period at 48. The goal of 
motion/disparity estimation/compensation is to reduce the 
energy of the difference block. This is achieved by finding the 
same scene in either the neighboring view or previous frame. 
In case of neighboring views, the scene location is a function of 
distance of the camera from the scene and inter-camera angle 
 
Fig. 4. Reference frame structure of the proposed mixed-resolution stereo 
video codec. 
[21]. For the standard test videos, used in this study, motion 
vector search range was set at 96 to mitigate the effect of the 
inter-camera angle and camera distance from the scene for 
disparity estimation/compensation. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The coding performance of the proposed HEVC based 
mixed-resolution stereo video codec (HEVC-MRSVC) is 
compared with the standard MV-HEVC codec using views 4-
5, 1-5, 1-3, and 1-3, of the standard multiview test video 
sequences "Poznan_Street", "Undo_Dancer", “Balloons” and 
“Kendo”, respectively. Experimental results for the anchor 
MV-HEVC codec are available in JCT3V-G1100 common test 
condition documentation [22] which are used for the purpose 
of evaluation in this paper. Figs. 5–8 show the resulting 
average PSNR for the Y-frames at Quantization Parameters 
(QP) of 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40. Figs. 5-6 show the resulting 
average Y-PSNR for “Balloons” and "Kendo" test videos, 
respectively. The “Balloons” and “Kendo” data sets have been 
recorded under artificial lighting conditions. These videos 
have  progressively changing backgrounds and a number of 
fast moving objects in the foreground. From Fig. 5, it can be 
seen that the proposed codec, on an average, has higher 
luminance quality metric, i.e. Y-PSNR of up to 1.8dB than the 
anchor MV-HEVC codec. The proposed HEVC-MRSVC 
codec gives 1dB higher PSNR than the anchor codec at 450 
kbps and 2.33dB higher PSNR at 214 kbps. From Fig. 6, it can 
be noted that the proposed codec achieves a coding gain of 0.8 
dB compared to the anchor codec at 400 kbps. The coding 
performance of the proposed codec increases as the QP 
increases and it reaches 1.8dBs at 250 kbps. By looking at the 
videos and results, it can be inferred that the proposed codec 
provides superior coding performance compared to the anchor 
codec when videos contain large number of moving objects in 
both the foreground and background. The resulting average 
PSNR for coding “Poznan_Street” video sequence using the 
proposed HEVC-MRSVC and the anchor codecs are presented 
in Fig. 7. The "Poznan_Street" data set is an outdoor-recorded 
video sequence captured under natural lighting. It contains 
multiple moving objects with a stationary background and 
fixed camera position. In the figure, it can be seen that the 
proposed codec’s  Y-frames attain 0.8 (at 1300kbps) to 2.0 (at 
60 kpbs) dBs higher PSNR than the anchor codec’s frames. By 
looking at this video, it can be seen that the video has huge  
still background with small moving areas. Since the still areas 
are coded by larger CTUs, which require small number of bits 
to code, the coding performance of the proposed codec is 
limited by the small moving areas and the results do not 
exhibit significant gain. Fig. 8 shows the resulting coding 
performance for  “Undo_Dancer” test video. “Undo_dancer” 
is a computer graphic animation with scene changes 
representing camera motion, object motion, with both 
highlighted background and foreground details. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 8, the proposed codec gives higher coding 
performance of almost 3 dB, than the anchor codec. This can 
be explained by the nature of the video, which is a computer 
graphic with less light noise and depth details.   
The state of art symmetric mixed resolution stereoscopic 
video coding (SMRSVC) model proposed in [18] mainly 
focuses on mitigating the quality imbalance between the stereo 
views, and its overall coding performance is very close to that 
of the anchor MV-HEVC codec. The performance of the 
proposed HEVC-MRSVC codec, when coding 
“Poznan_Street” test videos, depicted in Fig. 7, shows that our 
proposed codec significantly outperforms the anchor codec, 
hence, the state of the art symmetric mixed resolution 
stereoscopic video codec (SMRSVC). In addition, our 
proposed HEVC-MRSVC codec demonstrates an average 
PSNR difference of 1.3 dBs, which is well within the 2dB 
criteria required for viewers to be unable to differentiate the 
quality differences between the two views [16]. 
To invoke a sense of the achieved visual quality and enable 
the reader to compare the resultant videos with the anchor 
codec’s video, intermediate left view frame 72 in 
“Poznan_Street” video sequence of the proposed and anchor 
codecs are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the proposed 
codec’s image, shown in Fig. 9.a, exhibits higher visual quality 
with less blocking artefacts than that of anchor codec’s image, 
shown in Fig. 9.b. The anchor MV-HEVC’s image suffers 
from noticeable blocking artefacts with blurry edges on moving 
objects, e.g. edges of the car on the right side of the image and 
head of the person on the left side of the image. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a HEVC based mixed-resolution stereo video 
codec (HEVC-MRSVC) was presented. The proposed codec 
converts the stereo video frames to a single stream mixed 
spatial resolution video sequence by applying an interleaving 
algorithm. The HEVC standard video codec was modified and 
configured to encode frames having different resolutions in the 
interleaved mixed resolution stereo videos. The proposed 
HEVC-MRSVC encodes the I-frames in full resolution, and the 
intermediate frames in low resolution. The low-resolution 
intermediate frames are superimposed on full resolution sized 
frames to facilitate easy implementation.  Experimental tests on 
standard video sequences show that the proposed video codec 
significantly outperforms the anchor codec at low bitrate 
transmission both objectively and subjectively, while 
containing the quality-imbalance between the decoded video 
frames of the stereo pair below the required 2 dB criteria. 
 
Fig. 5. PSNR vs bitrate for MV-HEVC anchor codec and the proposed 
HEVC-MRSVC codec for coding “Balloons”  test video 
 
Fig. 6. PSNR vs bitrate for MV-HEVC anchor codec and the proposed 
HEVC-MRSVC codec for coding “Kendo”  test video  
 
Fig. 7. PSNR vs bitrate for MV-HEVC anchor codec and the proposed 
HEVC-MRSVC codec for coding “Poznan_Street” test video 
 
 Fig. 8. PSNR vs bitrate for MV-HEVC anchor codec and the proposed 
HEVC-MRSVC codec for coding “Undo_Dancer” test video 
 
 
(a) Proposed codec 
 
 
 
(b) MV-HEVC 
Fig. 9. Decoded frame number 72 from “Poznan_Street” videos at 545kbps 
bitrate of   a) the proposed codec and b) the MV-HEVC standard codec. 
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